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ABSTRACT

ValidNESs (http://validness.ym.edu.tw/) is a new
database for experimentally validated leucine-rich
nuclear export signal (NES)-containing proteins.
The therapeutic potential of the chromosomal
region maintenance 1 (CRM1)-mediated nuclear
export pathway and disease relevance of its cargo
proteins has gained recognition in recent years.
Unfortunately, only about one-third of known
CRM1 cargo proteins are accessible in a single
database since the last compilation in 2003. CRM1
cargo proteins are often recognized by a classical
NES (leucine-rich NES), but this signal is notoriously
difficult to predict from sequence alone. Fortunately,
a recently developed prediction method, NESsential,
is able to identify good candidates in some cases,
enabling valuable hints to be gained by in silico pre-
diction, but until now it has not been available
through a web interface. We present ValidNESs,
an integrated, up-to-date database holding 221
NES-containing proteins, combined with a web
interface to prediction by NESsential.

INTRODUCTION

For many cellular and viral proteins, active transport is
required for the journey from nucleus to cytoplasm
through the nuclear pore complexes. This transport is
mostly mediated by the karyopherin exportin 1/chromo-
somal region maintenance 1 (CRM1) recognizing the
classical nuclear export signals (NESs) of cargo molecules.
The classical NES is characterized by three to four
conserved hydrophobic residues, usually leucine, and the
spacing between them. Several consensus sequences have
been proposed to describe the classical NES (1,2);

however, as we previously demonstrated, they all suffer
from poor predictive power in identifying potential
NES-containing proteins (3). It should be noted that an
increasing number of non-classical CRM1-mediated
NESs, albeit still a minority, have been validated in
recent years.

Many recent studies focus on the therapeutic potential of
the CRM1-mediated nuclear export pathway. This nuclear
export pathway is suggested to be involved in the mechan-
ism inducing the abnormal localization of many tumor
suppressors, p53 for instance, in various cancer cells (4).
Furthermore, CRM1 has been found to be overexpressed
in cervical cancer and critical for cancer cell proliferation
and survival (5). As for the cargo proteins, many cellular
NES-containing proteins are involved in important
processes such as signal transduction, cell-cycle regulation
and tumor suppression. Moreover, many known cargo
proteins are viral, often playing a role in viral genome
trafficking: the HIV-1 Rev protein is related to the export
of unspliced or partially spliced viral messenger RNA
(mRNA) (6); NS2/NEP of influenza A virus plays a
critical role in the export of newly synthesized viral
ribonucleoproteins, a complex composed of individual
negative-sense viral RNAs and various viral proteins (7);
while in adenovirus type 5, several NES-containing
proteins were found to be required for efficient export of
adenoviral early mRNA (8).

Due to their potential disease relevance, experimental
identification of NES-containing proteins has been an
active field of research. Surprisingly, this issue has been
neglected by the computational biology community in
recent years. NESbase (9), listing 75 validated NES-
containing proteins has been a valuable resource for
experimental and computational biologists, with >100 cit-
ations since its publication. Unfortunately, NESbase
ceased updating after 2003 and now contains only about
one-third of all validated NES-containing proteins. We
therefore developed ValidNESs, in which we organize
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information on 221 NES-containing proteins compiled
from the literature. Moreover, ValidNESs is easier to
use and search against, is better cross-linked to external
databases and provides a state-of-the-art prediction
method in one site.

DATABASE CONTENT

The first version of ValidNESs, made publicly available in
June 2012, includes 262 functional NES sites from 221
NES-containing proteins (36 of them are multiple
NES-containing proteins). In this version, we updated
the collection of NES-containing proteins by compiling
another 76 NES-containing proteins (up to 2012) and
integrated them with those listed in NESbase (9) and the
Supplementary Data of our previous NESsential paper
(3), 75 and 70 proteins, respectively. Figure 1 shows a
pie chart illustrating the number of proteins by species.
In addition to sequence information, we collected a total
of 52 local structures containing the entire NES region
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB), which is exclusively
available in ValidNESs. These local structures mainly
(65%) consist of a-helix and other extended formations
such as bends or loops. This result is basically consistent
with the previous conclusion made from eight structures
of NES-containing proteins (10). However, we found

that b-structure can be found in 14 NES regions.
Interestingly, Nilsen et al. (11) reported the first NES
located on a b-strand in fibroblast growth factor-1 in
2007 and suggested that NESs with similar local structure
should be found afterward. The updated data in
ValidNESs support their speculation.
To organize the data, we designed two different tables:

one for NES-containing regions and another for
NES-containing proteins. For users interested in func-
tional NESs, sequence and secondary structural informa-
tion (when applicable) can be found in the table of
NES-containing regions. There is another table of
NES-containing proteins designed for users requiring
more information at the protein level, such as subcellular
localization and protein–protein interaction. Detailed field
descriptions for each table are given in Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2, respectively.

THE CLASSICAL NES

Some previous work has defined a consensus sequence for
NESs as [LIVFM]-x-(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x-
[LIVFM], where x is any amino acid (12). However,
we found that 43% of NESs in ValidNESs deviate from
this consensus sequence. We therefore defined a short
consensus pattern [LIVFM]-x(2,3)-[LIVFM]-x-[LIVFM],

Figure 1. Pie chart of species. Distribution of entries in ValidNESs. The number of species in which NES-containing proteins were validated are
indicated in parenthesis.
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hereafter denoted as the ‘NES motif’, containing the
region bounded by the second and fourth hydrophobic
positions of the former consensus (3), a region which
has been shown to affect NES activity strongly (13,14).
In ValidNESs, we use this generalized consensus pattern
to divide experimentally determined NES sites into two
categories: classical if the experimentally validated region
contains or overlaps with a consensus match, otherwise
non-classical. This definition of classical NES is justified
by a dramatic improvement in sensitivity (from 57 to
86%). We tested the enrichment of this NES motif by
binomial test, attaining P-values of 7.4e�64 (6-mer

matches) and 1.5e�34 (7-mer matches), respectively.
Finally, we generated sequence logos for the classical
NESs aligned by consensus match (Figure 2).

DATA ACCESS

In addition to being up-to-date, ValidNESs provides an
easy-to-use search interface. Table 1 summarizes the
major difference between NESbase and ValidNESs.
ValidNESs provides three search functions to retrieve par-
ticular data (or display all by default). Once the user
submits the query, ValidNESs generates a complete

Figure 2. Sequence logos for NES sites. Sequence logos generated by the WebLogo server for NES motif matches after removing redundant
sequences (with sequence identity >25%) and aligning the three hydrophobic positions within the motif. In general, the preference for negatively
charged residues is lower than previously observed in NESbase. (A) Sequence logo for 6-mer NES motif matches with upstream and downstream
10-mer flanks (227 sites). (B) Sequence logo for 7-mer NES motif matches with upstream and downstream 10-mer flanks (162 sites).
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table in text format ready for download and displays an
online simplified table providing links to external data-
bases. An overview of the search and search result inter-
faces is shown in Figure 3.

ValidNESs provides a ‘search-by-pattern’ function with
regular expression support to facilitate retrieving particular
NESs of interest. For example, Henderson and Eleftheriou
(15) designed a Rev(1.4)-based shuttling assay and assessed
the relative export efficiency of different types ofNESs. This
search function allows users to search and retrieveNES sites
resembling those with available information on relative
export efficiency. In ValidNESs, NES sites are divided
into two categories based on the NES motif as previously
mentioned. Therefore, users can use the ‘search-by-
category’ function to retrieve the classical NES sites in an
extended definition: that is, sites with an NES motif match
lying inside or across the boundary of the experimentally
determined NES-containing region. For NES-containing
proteins, ValidNESs provides a ‘search-by-keyword’
function based on theirUniProtKBkeywords such as apop-
tosis or tumor suppressor. In addition to the complete table
in text format, protein sequences including NES locations
are also downloadable in FASTA format. Step-by-step in-
structions for novice users are available on the homepage
of ValidNESs.

DATA CURATION

In most cases, the CRM1 dependence of NESs in
ValidNESs is validated by treatment with leptomycin
(LMB), a potent inhibitor blocking the binding of
CRM1 to NESs (16). However, 42 (16%) of the NESs
in ValidNESs have not had their CRM1 dependence
validated with LMB. For these NESs, some other experi-
mental techniques, such as yeast two-hybrid system and
in vitro binding experiments, were used to demonstrate the
interaction between CRM1- and NES-containing proteins
(17,18). However, many of these NESs, 27 from NESbase
for instance, were discovered around the early 2000s.
In contrast, only 11 of these NESs were discovered in
the last 5 years, as LMB has become widely used. For
clarification, we add the LMB information in both the
online and downloadable table of NES sites. We also
cross-link to PDB in the same table if any structure
containing the entire NES region is available. When
multiple structures are available, we select the structure

with the highest resolution and include the corresponding
PDB ID in the table.
As mentioned above, 75 NES-containing proteins in

ValidNESs were directly imported from NESbase. We
updated the content in NESbase before integrating it
into ValidNESs. This update includes one subsequently
discovered NES for BRCA1 (19) and seven updated ac-
cession numbers in UniProtKB. In addition, we found
nine protein sequences listed in NESbase differing from
the current reference sequences in UniProtKB (eight with
insertions and one with a point mutation). For these
proteins, ValidNESs provides the sequences from
UniProtKB and the modified NES positions according
to the updated sequences. At the protein level, we
provide information on subcellular localization and
protein–protein interaction based on the relevant
cross-references in UniProtKB. We extracted the GO
cellular component annotation for the subcellular localiza-
tion and imported the protein–protein interactions from
four external databases: DIP (20), IntAct (21), MINT (22)
and STRING (23). We also provide cross-references to
NLSdb, a database of nuclear localization signals
(NLSs) and nuclear proteins targeted to the nucleus by
NLS motifs (24).

PREDICTION OF NES

ValidNESs provides online prediction of NES based on
NESsential, our recently developed NES prediction
method (3). Supplementary Figure S1 shows the submis-
sion interface where users can input a single protein
sequence or a UniProt protein name (UniProt ID) such
as IPKA_HUMAN. After successful submission and pro-
cessing, users can view the prediction results, at both
protein and site level, and an easy explanation about
how to interpret them. ValidNESs currently allows one
single sequence in a submission. For users having large
computational needs such as large-scale screening, the
standalone version of NESsential is recommended
(http://seq.cbrc.jp/NESsential/).

DATA SUBMISSION

We greatly appreciate the efforts of researchers to discover
and validate new CRM1-mediated NESs and encourage
them to submit their new data to ValidNESs in the future.
From the homepage of ValidNESs, we provide a
preformatted form, including an example, for submission
by email. We intend to maintain and frequently update
ValidNESs for many years.

DISCUSSION

The large dataset consolidated in ValidNESs facilitates the
investigation of various questions related to NES sequence
and function. One interesting question is: why do some
proteins have more than one NES? In 2007, Engelsma
et al. (25) found a monomer-specific NES of human
survivin, a key regulator of cell division containing two
functional NESs, indicating that NESs in the same protein

Table 1. Comparison between NESbase and ValidNESs

NESbase ValidNESs

Number of
NES-containing
proteins

75 221a

Website
architecture

HTML flat file MySQL+PHP+
Apache

Data access No special search
functionality

Searchable

User submission Temporarily disabled Supported

aSeventy-five NES-containing proteins are imported from NESbase.
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may play different functional roles. We therefore assume
that distinct NESs in the same protein may be under dif-
ferent selective pressure to be conserved, e.g. some of them
could be species specific. To test our assumption, we made
an investigation among 28 multiple NES-containing
proteins whose homologs are available in HomoloGene
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene). We defined
an abrogation of an NES as a mutation which causes
the NES to no longer match the NES motif covering the
three essential hydrophobic residues. As a result, we found

13 out of 28 homologous groups containing at least one
NES abrogation (see Supplementary Data),
demonstrating that the presence of multiple functional
NESs is not necessarily conserved in evolution.

CONCLUSION

We present ValidNESs, an integrated, up-to-date database
and web interface to the NES prediction method
NESsential. To illustrate the kind of analysis facilitated

Figure 3. An overview of the search and search result interfaces in ValidNESs. ValidNESs stores metadata in two tables and provides three search
functions to access these data. Once users submit their queries, the search result in text file format and FASTA format (for table of NES-containing
proteins only) is generated for download. Meanwhile, ValidNESs also displays an online table for quick browsing.
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by the data organized in ValidNESs, we summarized the
secondary structure propensity of NESs and discussed
the existence of species-specific NESs. In conclusion,
ValidNESs provides both updated data and an upgraded
interface for convenient access to experimentally validated
NESs- and NES-containing proteins.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, Supplementary Figure 1
and Supplementary Case Study.
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